
War Debrief 15: 

Confessions of a Natsari  

Gaddiel ben Shomeyr 

 

Yeah, I’m a Natsari Rabbi, and sure, I’ll admit it; I don’t always pray from a prayer siddur. I don’t always 

don tefillin or my tallit when I pray. I don’t always pray three times a day. I don’t always stand when I 

pray. I don’t always wear a kippah (yarmulke). I don’t always light candles on Shabbat. I don’t like 

challah bread, gefilte fish or Magen David wine, and I only listen to Messianic music on rare occasions. I 

have never been to Israel and really have no overpowering desire to go this side of eternity, but will 

definitely go if given the chance… and as shocking to some as it may sound, there is not a thing wrong 

with it. 

 

WHY? 

 

BECAUSE they are customs and not Commandments. 

 

I DO wear a tzitzit, but only when it’s an article of clothing that has four cornered edges. I DO eat 

Biblically Kosher. I DO take off from work from Friday sundown to Saturday sundown. I DO keep my 

wallet closed during that time too. I don’t chop wood, pile it, and rub two sticks together till they 

combust on that day either, unless I find one of my animals in the ditch (Matt. 12:11, Luke 14:5). I do 

keep the 613 Commandments that only apply to me as a Temple-less Hebraic male in the 21st century 

Diaspora in a modern 21st century way… I’m a stickler on these things and won’t budge.  

 

WHY? 

 

BECAUSE they are Commandments and not suggestions. 

 

I do not let custom or traditions dictate what I do but only Torah and the leading of the Holy Spirit. 

 

WHY? 

 

BECAUSE I’m in a relationship and not a religion. 

BECAUSE I do not want the spark of spontaneity in my love affair with my GOD to die out. 

BECAUSE I am free and not bound. 

BECAUSE I am a spiritual being and not a computer program. 

 

If we are to survive and thrive in our faith and win this Civil War we MUSR rethink what it means to be a 

Natsari! 

 

SELAH! 


